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Pboto By Erica Lariviere
I
Hussein from power. If we
don't who's next, Saudi
Arabia? I think we're dong
everything we can, picking
strictly military targets. I'm
pissed off at protestors be-
cause Coming from a military
background I know the sol-
diers need the support and
need to know the country is
backing them. They are only
doing what they are told ,to,
and following orders."
Kelly Birtles,junior, School
of Humanities:
"We have to' 8UPP9rt the
uoopsowrthere. ImpP9rt
the cause because you just
can't come in and take over
countries. He has to be
stopped: The only fear I have
is that if anything should go
wrong the U.S. will feel the
brunt ofeverything when it is
not only us. We are part of a
group."
Whatever the opinion, and
whereverour supportlies, our
nation isat war and we all are
hoping for peace soon.
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The death of a .tudent ca-ea angulah
see Pale 2
Marie Avoli, junior, School
of Natural Science:
"Since we're already over
there the protestors aren't
doing any good except low-
eringtroop's morale. I want
".. them to come home safely
":..butto solvethe problem. They
(Iraq)broke the Geneva Con-
vention for peace and weha~e
to reestablish that peace in
the world."
Cliff McGovern, cus-
..~'\ " todian, Army Reserv-
ist:
"It is unfortwlate that it is
happening. It is necessatY to
remove Hussein from power.
Ifwe don't stop him now we'll
have to stop him later. I think
our mistake is ,in underesti-
matinghim. He is holding the
whole world atan arm'slength
and we can't gethim. And I'm
not cleaning his toilets." .
Michael Hummel,part-time
open division student, served
two years in the army:
"It is unfortunate that we
had to send people over there
but it is necessary to remove
hie
~ t 0
.~~ l~ter.~~~"" I m':::"~~.... ,
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Pictured here is the architecture building. To many the architeCture school is almost
like another world all together from the rest ofRWe. For architecure students this is
the building where the majority of their college years will be spent. For related story
5eeD82e8. .
afraidfor
a generation having to go
through the horrors of war
because a new generation
hasn'tbeen exposed to it since
1941. History may show that
Korea and Vietnam will not
have the impact on the nation
as this war. This will affect
every American."
seems to be coming together
we as a world order can not
stand by and watch the naked
aggression ofa country. Ifwe
didn't deal with him
now we .,\.
".
ence: .....,.. "",,,,,.
"I do 't think ' th :~~,...~,,\\
n were ere """"".for rea&OIle stated. It seems ".
obvious to me that the U.S. is
in an all-out effort to destroy
his military capability,.
whether or not that has .!I'lJ
anything to do with Ku-::1~~
wait. I would rather not .
see this country go to war. It's
a waste ofour resources and of
human lives. There's always
a peacefulsoluqon one way or
anoth~r."
Ken Osborne,Director Co-
operative Education:
"We should be there. In re-
cent times when the world
weren'tdifficultenough todeal
with the truth, some feel it'is
evenmoredifficult todeal with
the propaganda. Everyone is
wondering what to believe,
what is over exaggerated and
what is cushioned.
Faculty, staff and students
werewilling to express their
general opinions on the sub-
ject.
Don Whitworth, faculty
member, School ofSocial Sci-
Profile: Athlete Ma.u.reen. Gradl.ey
MOKNOWS
See .... !
By Aimee Godbout
Copy Editor
7-minute survey results
never released due to
poor planning
RWC community reacts with·concern over U.S. involvement in Middle East
The war in the Mideast,has
everybody puzzled, concerned
and some even angry. For
students itisparticularlycon-
fusing because it is the first
war in our time that really
affects us cognitively as well
as literally.
Conversation concerning
the war effort is buzzing.
Students sit in front of the
televitJion in the snack bar
between clUeee watchq for
the latest reports. Staff, ad-
ministrators and faculty.
membersdiscuss, even quietly
argue over the issue during
their lunch breaks.
Students, particularlymale
students, are afraid, afraid
that instead ofsitting in their
living rooms watcJ:ling media
coverage ofthe war, they-may
find themselves fighting in it.
And, what about the media
coverage? How is the world
faring under such continuous
disturbing images? If it
By Kary ADdreWs
Managing Editor '
VOLUME XU ISSUEVI Roger Williams College, Bristol, R.I,.
pret them.
"We couldn't use any sci~n­
tific status that one problem
About three years ago the was significantly more seri-
Minority Affairs Committee ous than the other," said Jim
(MAC) conducted a survey to Woodruff, a member ofMAC.
determine the perceptions re- "It was poor. planning to
garding racial, ethnic, sex, begin with. A needs assess-
and sexual preference dis- ment was a step MAC wanted
crimination on our campus. to take. Pretty soon we had a
If you missed the results, survey, but no one had really
you're not alone. The results thought about what the re-
were never released. suIts would say and how to
Accordingto Karen Haskell, determine it,· Woodruffsaid,
dean ofstudents and member adding that since the ques-
ofMAC, the results of the ·7- tions weren't all formatted the
minute survey" which was same way, there was no way
distributed to approximately for it to be statistically ana-
500 students,·were' never lyzed. '
tabulated in statistical analy- However, Haskell said she
sis.· believes the campus is due for
This means that they cOUld another survey of this kind,
determine percentages from andyoucanbe sure they won't
... ,•• ; ... the ..survey ,results, but. then ••make the same mistake twice.
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In memory ofPaul Arris
By Kary Andrews
MauagiDg Editor '
Acouple weeks before Paw ,
was killed in a car accident, I
hadmentionedto afriendhow
lucky I felt that it was my
fourth year at RWC and to
my knowledge there hadn't
been any RWG students'
tragically killed in car acci-
dents, DWI related or other-
wise. .1 suppose there is
something to be said for su-
perstition because if I were
the superstitious type I would
have knocked on wood, just
in case. There was no wood to
be had at that very moment,
and even if there had been
I'm not so sure I would have
utilized it. ,
That same weekend three
students were injured in a
car accident right in front of
campus. On December 14Paul
was killed in a head on colli-
sion afterhavingfallen asleep
at the wheel. On New Year's
Eve a studentwas in his home
town Norwell, Mass., and was
killed in a caraccid~nt. I think
I spoke far too soon..
I didn't know the student
who was killed on New Year's
Eve, but I knew Paul Arris. If
there is such a thing, Paul's
death was a perfect tragedy.
The dedicated, intelligent, all
around fantastic guy stays up
all week to complete a final
project and about an hour be-
fore he would have presented
the final product falls asleep
at the wheel and collides with
another vehicle head on.
When I found out about the
accident late that night I kept
thinking, "But, he could have
slept that night. He only
needed to get through a few
more hours. It's too close to
the holidays. ;He's worked so
.hard.. His i'OOmmates will be
devastated.- Who wouldn't
be?
But, the fact of the matter
is the last time I had seen
Paul was Tuesday 'of that
week and he already looked
like a walking zombie. He
was obviously. stressed out
and the last thing I had said
to him was good luck with
your final project this week.
As Paul's friends and fam-
ily tried to pick up the pieces
and deal with their toss people
started talking about the im-
plications of Paul's death.
People questioned the archi-
tecture program's rigorous
time consuming schedule and
work load. But, the fact re-
mained that we lost Paul and
. criticism of the archi~cture
program wouldn't bring him
back..
I hope that when Paul's
friends and family think of
him now they can' be more
able to cherish the person', not
the tragedy. I remember Paul
smiling. It seemed like he
smiled a lot and I remember
when I first met Paul it was
his smile that put me at ease,
that made me want to know
him. I will remember the day
Paul and I were inducted into
Alpha Chi. He told me he
didn't want to come to the
ceremony. It didn't mean
much to him, but he figured
he could bring a few friends to
the luncheon afterwards (ar-
chitecture students don't tend
to eat very well and chances
for free food are not often
turned down). He meant no
disrespect he just wasn't
caught up in the pomp and
formality of the honor. He
wasn't impressed with him-
self.
I suppose what I will re-
member most is a time when
I walkedinto the architecture
library, where Paul was a
monitor, and looked over at
him sleeping with his head
down on the desk. He wasn't
slacking off, he was simply
exhausted. I wish Paul had
gotten a chance for a nap on
December 14. We miss you
Paul. You will not be forgot-
ten.
The first part oja two-part story
Are, RWC's administrative affairs handled with
strategic ambiguity?
THE CAMPUS
STABBING - HOAX OR
ATTACK?
Sometimes the use ofstrategic ambiguity is used
to postpone unlortunate or controversial issltes. -
This was the case in the campus stabbing incident
that occurred on Nov. 14. Ed Shaw, director.of .
safety and security at RWC, kept the community in
a state of "information limbo" by first not address-
ing or even acknowledging the.violent act and then
byissuinga memoin conjunction with Karen Haskell
which was vague and fraglnentary in content.
Shaw refused to comment on the issue for days
while the rumors continued to fester until finally, in
an attempt to dispel all untrue rumors, Shaw and
Haskell, dean of students, issued the memo to the
college community. The co-authors dodged the
truth ofthe incidentbyusing strategic ambiguity to
tell what did not happen as opposed to what did.
Shaw and Haskell confirmed that "a student was
injured behind the recreation building," but then
addressed. what they hoped to convey to the college
community by stressing that "THERE WAS NO
ATTACK".
THE "PROMOTION" OF
WILLIAM R~ DUNFEY
The first case is the college's appointment of
William R. Dunfey to assistant to the vice president
for academic affairs. Malcolm H. Forbes, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs, said in the memo to the
college community announcing the promotion, that
the appointment was made to emphasize DuIifey's
skills in such areas as "recruitment and retention."
Forbes, however, didn't address the reason why
Dunfeywasmovedfrombeingtheheadofadmissions
when the college had shown record high enrollment
numbers under Dunfey's direction. The memo was
also ambiguous in that Forbes ignored the fact that
the college's "Plan for the 90's-d~ not contain any
provisions for the restructuring of the admissions
office. ,This contradiction by Forbes caused some,
such as Dr. James Tackach,·humanities faculty
member, to believe '"that it (the promotion) is a way
to get Mr.' Dunley to look for a new job.-
Tackacb was joined by many other faculty mem-
bers, who greatly scrutinized and questioned the
memo's truth. Some, such as Dr. Mel Topf of the
humanities division, saw the appointment as a ruse Coast small colleg~. The facet ofstrategicambigu~
. to hide the true fact that, in actwility, the promotion. ity that was illustrated in'the Dunfey case was the
Sometimes "strategic ambiguity" backfires. The was only "a step in ,his (Dunfey's) departure." ramIfication. that can occur when the truth behind
practice of this technique - a deliberate use of .The controversial views regarding the issue were the ambiguity is detected. The RWC administra-
vagueness in the way an organization communi- brought into the public eye in the Sept. 25 issue of tion was caught with its hand in the proverbial
cates - can work and can be ethical. However, it TheMessenger. Kary Andrews, thepaper'smanag- "cookie jar," but instead of grabbing for chocolate
can also cause that organization to offend, belittle, ingeditor, wrote an article which headlined the first chips they instead tried to deceive the RWC com-
B!ld even insul\ the ~ntelligenceof its audience.. page entitled "Dunfey appointed to new. post- Rea- munity, arid failed. 'The paradox cr~ated in the
When RWC administr.ators reassigned a liigh- sonsfor appointmentunclear" which questioned the . Dunfey ".promotion" left. the whole organization in a
ranking college '9ffi~iai,'and when they addr~~sed yalldity ~f situation and the way in which it was cloud of lies, insult, and trickery - so is the wors!.
lastfall's campus stabbing incident, strategic ambi- handled by the administration; specifically Forbes failure of strategic ambiguity.
guity dominated both the circumstances and docu- and RWC President Natale Sicuro.
ments. ~ '. Forbes, however, held to his stance that the pro-
That is why both attempts failed. motion would be valuable to RWC, saying that the
appointment "will make a difference." He did, later
in the article, contradict his earlier statement by
saying that "at this point it (Dunfey's new job title)
is only a title.-
The vagueness in the handling ofDunfey was not
one of great rarity in organizations. Strategic am-
biguity is used often in ca~s such as the previous
one in which a controversial topic can be toned down
or avoided by the use of. unspecific terminology.
However, this practice ofambiguity is often risky to
the integrity of an organization and the people
employed there. The subterfuge used in the Dunfey
appOintment was so easily detected as an artifice
that it insulted those who received the memo. The
insult was compounded'in that the organization is
one that supposedly exists to enhance the knowl-
edge, articulation, and critical ability ofournation's
future leaders.
Instead, the administration co~tedon the inept-
ness and apa~yofthe faculty at RWC in being able
to detect what was, in actuality, happening to the
admission structure ofthe college. In doingthis , the
administrationjeopardizedtheintegrityofthe whole'
organization and the loyalty of those teachers' and
administrators who work har~ to enhance RWC's
reputation as an up-and~ming,exceptional Easy
ByColinH~
Sports Writer
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. Misho; Diane E.
Miske, Francine A
Mitchell, Sherry A
Montagna, Stephen
Mott, Cynthia L.
Mullen, Steven J.
Musinski, Keith P.
Nardone, Charles Jr:
Narvesen, Randi L.
Nelsm, Andrew C. ..
Neuschatz, Jeffrey S.
Neuts,JamesK
Newman, Thomas
Norris, Robert J.
Norton, Jeffrey R
Openshaw, Tammy L.
Ortiz, Pedro E.
*Osborne, Robert J.
Oshea, Lee Ellen
Pace,Susan
Papadem, Janet A
Parent, Timothy L.
Parker, Thomas H.
Peffenbach, Ann E.
Pek.era, TanyaM.
Pietrini, Nicole L.
Pingree, Amy E.
Plummer, Judith M.
Polca, RaeJ.
Puleo, Jeffrey M.
*Randall, Alissa R.
&go, Brenda L.
&go, John F.
Rego, Lisa M.
Reilly, Joseph M.
Reinke, Timothe E,
Reynolds, Jennifer
Ricci, Gina
Rizzolo, David E.
Roberts, Melanie L.
Roberts, TraceY L.
Roberts-Rene, Denise
Robinson, Scott D.
Rose, Steven L.
Rosenberg, Leslie
Rosner, Melissa
Runci, ROOiIi c.
Russo, Michael C.
Saccoccio, Renee M.
Samolyk, Jennifer
Sanderson, Amy E.
Sartrys, Tracey
Sassi, Shannon M.
Savastano, Debra A
Sawyer, Michael J.
Schatz, Edwarq P..
Seridonio, Lisa M.
Sgourdas, George'P.
Shaw, Rebecca L.
Simack, Gregory P.
Sjogren, DOuglas C.
Smetana, Matthew J.
Sdbolewski, Danielle
Southard, Brenda J.
Spencer, Matthew G.
Steens, William J.
Style, Samantha L.
Sullivan, Elizabeth Ii '
Sutcliffe, Kristen J. '
Sweet, Todd Mitchell
Swiniarski, Holly M.
Symonds, Janet L.
Tessier, Debra
Tiedemann, CraigJ.
Tighe, Robert
Tino,Nancy
Titus, ~vidA
Toper, MarKR
Torosian, Laurie-A
Tourtellotte, Pamela
Troncm.e, Michael " .,
• . Tucker, J8SQIl r. .
Tucker, Jermifer M.
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*Gershowitz, Pamela.E.
Gilligan, Ian L.
Gilman, Cherie Y.
*Godbout, Aimee S.
GoldsOn, Brian T..
Gorgens,KimA
Gortoo, Joshua P.
Gould, Paul N.
Gover, Jill A
Gradley, Maureen E.
Gregoire, Denise D.
Grevior, Jason E.
Griffin, Christopher
Griswold, Colleen A
Grzegorczyk, Karen D.
Gubala, Lori A
Gumbel, Michelle L.
Hartstone, Andrew H.
Haslip, Cheryl A
Hendrickson, Kristin
Henry, Christine L.
Heroux, Benjamin G.
Hertler, HIllmyA'
HilDad, Leah M.
Hochman, Daniel K
Hoffman, Kiersten L.
Holden, Peter L.
Hunt, CraigR
Hurley, Erin M. '
*Hynes, Colin A
Ingalsbe, Michael D.
James, Katherine E.
Jones,IanK
Dalogeras, Lisa M.
Katz, Lona M. .
Kelly, Michael B.
Kennedy, Lisa D.
Kerop, Julie G.
King, Mark W.
Kirchner, Kristie K
Kiss, Joseph A
Kock,Eric
Koehler, Jennifer L.
Lahey, Sarah
Langlois, Jessica A
Laplace, Jonathan
Laplante, David
Laroche, Robert J. JR
Laughlin, Keneth P.
Lauver, Joseph E.
Leduc, Dorene P.
LeightDn, Eric R
Letts, Andrew P.
Levine, Ellen M.
Levitt, Alfred
Levitt, Gabriel F.
Linehan, Kenneth W.
Loughlin, Lori E.
Lynch, Daniel S..
Lyon, AmyM.
MacDonald, Suzanne M.
Macdougali, Jason
Maddalena, Craig'A
Mah, TinaD.
Maillowx, Joseph H.
MajQr, Cristina M.
Malewicki, Debra L.
Malinowski, Carrie A
Malouf, Jennifer E.
Marocoo, Michael JR
Martel, Susan N.
Mautte, Jennifer C.
McCalla, Soott
McCaw, Kimberly A
Megargee, Martha C.
Melchar, Dana T..
Mercurio, Bianca L.
Me~AmyK
Mesich, Peter A
Messina, Julie A
Mezzanott.e, Todd E.
Michaud, Mark G.
Milton~ Vanessa B. .
, ..
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Deans List
"
~y,LisaE.
Agresti, Michael E.
Anderson, Daniel F.
Andrews, Amy C.
*Andrews, Karyn K
Arndt, Bethany S.
Aron, Cori Reine
Arvidson, Russel B.
Ashely,Maria
Auriana, Michael L.
*BaccareDa, Michele
Ball, StuartA
Barthelman, Timothy S.
Beni, Robin A
Bessette, Jacqueline
Bestenheider, Michael
Bird, DavidA
BladdJum, Karen
Bocynesky, Kimberly
Dombardieri, Jason R
Bono, David M.
BoStic,Gl~
Bouchard, Gary A
Bowen, Thomas P. Jr.
Brizzell, CynthiaT.
Broderick, Karen M.
Brown, Christine N.
Brown, Michelle E.
Bulkley, Melinda
Callahan, Sheila
Carreiro, Amy E.
Chamberlain, Michael
Chapman, Paul E.
Cheetham, Jill M.
Choman, Deborah 1...
*Cicchino, Susan E.
Cifune, Edward S.
~lby, Christopher
Colon, Joseph M.
Connolly, James P.
Conover, Jacquelyn A
Conte, Denise
Cook, David H.
Corso, Catherine A
Cor~Roberta J.
Cormier, Nancy Lee
Costa, Jennifer T.
DACosta, Tracy M.
Damico, Mary Lynn
Daquila, Tammy
*DarlJy, Wllliam B.
Davidson,Lo~e
Dean, James B.
Demartin, Kathleen A
Desmond, Sean J.
Dever, Lany G.
Dinola, Ralph M
Diplacido, JacqUelin
DruCker, Michael
Drummond, Heather
*Dnny, ToddA
Dupont, Susanne A
Eckert., Richard C.
Egan, William E.
Emerson, CliffA
Erickson, Christine
Errington, Michelle
Fava, Darren E.
Ferreira, Richard ill
Fitzgerald, Mark S.
Flynn, Paul J. .
Fournier, Joan M.
Francis A Ward Jr.
Fuller, Elizabeth L.
Furash, Amy ,
Gabrie~ Nancy K
Gagnon, Gnlgory G.
Galush,~lT.
,Gannon, Kristi M. .
GeIb, Mami B..
Geldof, Keith M.'
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To the college community:
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Welcome back!! We at The Messeuem- hope that this January '91 winter break left you rested and
eager to begin yet another semester.
As the second halfofour academic year will be filled with changes; new classes, new faces and a new
library (YIPEE!!), so will The Messeneer be changing.
As you may have noticed, last semester we began laying out certain pages ofthe paper on the
Macintosh (Mac) Computer system. (The front and entertainment pages were the most impressive.)
, Our foremost goal this semester is to layout the entire paper on the Macs. This will enhance the
appearance ofour award-winning paper ten-fuld The look will finally match the quality ofthe
content!
We also plan'to incorporate~me new features as "regulars" into The Messeuem-. We welcome your
ideas, suggestions and help.
At this time we would also like to take the OPROrturnty to express our concern over the war in the .
Persian Gulfand our best wishes for the U.S. and allied troops,family and friends. May the men and
women serving to preselVe our liberty and the liberty ofother nationsre~ safe and soop. to their'
, homelands, We are truly proud oftheir courage and honor. '
Thank you for your continued support ofTIle MesseD2'er, and have a successful and rewarding
second semester,
, Sincerely,
,.' ,Aimee Godbout. Slm' E4iJpr
'" ;~.
;. IiI f ...:.. ....' • "', #
IS RWC WIILING'TO PAY2THE
PRICE?
SHOULD SIUDENfS HAVE TO?
No doubt about it, the architecture program at .
RWGis primarily what makes the college stand out as
exceptional. It produces outstanding architects. The
students are dedicated and persevering. But, does the
training ~t the mreer?
DoctDrs,mustbe~ to be' on~ at~
hours, to do surgerywhenever~,to c4ili'Ver
babi~ inthe'w~h>urs of-the mgtit. Arcmtects,'on~'
otherhand, generally are ~ot expected to go through that .
kind ofhell day d\:er day. That's probably why they
aren't paid as well as doctors, and why they don't have to
SJ?elld so many years~ sdlool. Discipline 4; a lesson. .
every studentis hard preSsed to learn. It is .possible fur .
leSSOns indiSii~tp~ abuse: mwev~ uDiriteIi-
-, t~~' ';0 -. - ~ ~ • - J
tiooa1 thatabuse nDghtbe.' It'Would be unfair to aa=use
anyone.ofintenti.Qy~ stu<:Jents. But, it seemS .
that the architecture system at'RWCsomebow abused >
Paul;pushedllful~~ reasQIl8ble limits.
Paul waS certainly oneto take his work seriously:
. ,
maybe too seriously. The architecture program is a '
challenging andvaluable one.Perllapsd~with the
griefoflosing a child, a friend, a sibling is the ultimate
clu;illenge, and no one who knew Paul rould denY"that his
life was valuable, priceless. Some, however mightdeny
that the architecture program played any part, is to
blame at all fur this tragOOy. Education is worth so
much, but Paul will neverbe able to make use eXwhat he
learned. Perhaps the architecture students should get
together one night on a final project week and.s1~ a
good 12 hours in~ofWhat happened to Paul. '
Perllaps we need not take such~and,~ad-
ministration will, ofits own aaxmi, reevaluate the·merit·
eXa prOgram that keeps its students awake atnIght, and
onethatcQuIdput~}.n'~vedal~I" ;.,'. ' ,
" ~
Itwould seem a bit extreme anaunfair to say
that the architecture program is killing students. It is,
however, also tragic and unfair that Paul Arris was
J .
unable to present the final project he had worked so haid
on, stayed awake toiling over, bemuse PaUl fell asleep at
the wheel on his wayhome to change fur his presenta-
tion and was killed on December 14,1990.
Pa.ul W8§I1't the type to leav~ something until the
last minute. SQ he wasn't exhausted from a late night
cram session. Paul was a good student, an Alpha Chi
member. Did the architecture program work him too
hard, push him too fur? Is itfair to expect a student with
five courses to spend so many grueling hours on studio
alone? Is it fair to expect a student to get maybe Cifhe
canbudget his time wisely) four hours a,sleep a night for
a week and still drive safely from campus to home and
back?
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Photo by Aimee Godbout
Junior Maureen Gradtey ~ a key contributor to the
volleyball, basketball and softball teams.
By Neil Nadtbar
Sports Editor
Mo KNOWS
Mo knows volleyball. Mo herself time to regroup be- and softball teams, Welch
knows basketball. Mo knows cause she plays every day." echoes the words of many of
softball. Not only is it tough playing the athletes who play along.
Who is Mo an"d how does she every day, making the transi- with Gradley. Just as when
know so much? ti6n between sports is a chal- Bo Jackson rejoins the Raid-
Mo is Maureen Gradley, lenge in itself. "It's pretty ers after the baseball season,
RWC's answer to Bo Jackson. demanding making the tran- Gradley's presence gives her
Like Jackson, Gradley excels sition," said Creedon. "Each team.mates thatadditional bit
"at a number of sports and al- sport requires different skills of confidence, intensity and
ways gives 100 percent. Like and strains different parts of enthusiasm.
Jacksott, Gradley puts team the body." Volleyball is tough Gradley's effect on the rest
goals ahead ofpersonal goals. on the legs becauseitdemands ofthe team was obvious when
Unlike Jackson, who she sprainedherankle
plays outfield for the during the volleyball
. Kansas City' Royals season. Although she
and running back for "1 don't feel like I'm was only out ofaction
the Los Angeles Raid- a shortwhile, the team
ers, Gradlcy doesn't an excellent athlete. I just played with little
perform for millions of like to have fun. " emotion and lacked
dollars in front of mil- guidance on the court
lions offans. LL::::==============================:::=..J inher absence. "Itwas the same number on her jer- Gradley has been the recipi-
Instead, Gradley disappointing and seys at RWC. However, ent of numerous honors and
plays for a Division III college quickness and plenty ofjump- frustrating because I wanted Gradley was only able to ob- awards in high school and at
with littlehopeofdoinga Nike ing. In basketball, endurance to be out there," said Gradley tain the number in softball. RWC. She has been named to
commercial any time soon. is essential. For the position about the injury. In volleyball she wears num- many all-tournament teams,
Gradley plays volleyball, Gradley plays in softball When Gradley is in the ber 16 nominated twice for "All-New
basketball and softball in suc- (outfield), she must have a lineup, she acts as a spark- ( w h i c h England" in volleyball and
cession, without a break be- strong arm. So far Gradley plugto the otherplayers. "Her just hap- most recently was named
tween seasons. At the same has made smooth transitions enthusiasm carries over to pens to be RWC's "Female Athlete
time the computer major from sport to sport. "It doesn't everyone else," said Welch. the num- of the Week". One of
maintains a 3.40 GPA and a take Mo long at all to get into After a big play in volleyball, berBo wears the biggesthonors she.
social life. a rhythm (after volleyball)," she'll raise her fist and give a inbasebalI)and has received was be-
But ask Gradley how she said basketball coach Donna cold stare at tier opponent in basketball she ing namea n vv v s
does it. Ask her where she Keshura. through the net. This auto- wears number 33. "Female Athlete of
finds the energy-. Askherhow Sometimes 6radley starts matically fires up the rest of Gradleyhasshown .the Year" in 1989.
shecanperformsowell,dayin to make the transition before the team. imp r 0 vern e n t "I think it's mi-
and day out. She will reply, "I it actually happens. "While While some athletes who throughouthercollege . raculous that she
don'tfeellikermanexcellent she's still playing basketball, excelin sports might be prone career. Herbasketball • can play for
athlete. I just like to have shestartsthrowing(asoftball) to develop a superiority com- statistics for the past three different
fun." to get her arm in shape," said 'plex, Gradley has remained a . three seasons are evi- types ofpeople
Not an excellent athlete? I Creedon. Although another down-to-earth person. "She dence ofthis. "Mo has de- and also keep
,suppose next you're going to month ofbasketball remains,clicks with everyone," said veloped into a 'go to' player up her
tell me Saddam Hussein is Gradley already has softball Welch. "ifaplayerisdownMo for us," said Keshura. grades," said
not such a bad guy. tries to pick the per- In high school Gradley athletic di-
Gradley is the son back up." Her played on some very success- r e c tor
epitome ofan excellent sense ofhumor is one fulteams. However,atRWC D wig h t
athlete. Not because "Mo always pushes her- way she makes people the teams she has played Datcher. Mi-
she can spike a volley- self, in practice and games," feel comfortable. On on have had, for the most r a cuI 0 u s
ball or hit a softball, « IL' k busrideshome,it'snot part,losingrecords. This may be J'ustsa7d Keshura. T,dS rna es ~ G adlbut because of vari- .. unusual lor r eyto doesn't seem to disturb the word to
abIes that don't appear everyone also work harder." tell most ofthe (dirty) the talented athlete too use when de-
on the stat sheet. jokes. greatly. "By the end s c rib i n g
An excellent athlete Gradleygivescredit of the season I don't Gradley. Cer-
has the ability to learn and on the back ofher mind. "I'm to her sister for igniting her even kn ow our' tainly she can be
improve, raise the level ofher getting psyched for softball interest in athletics. "My sis- . record. The record considered one of
teammates and keep athletics because my teammates have .ter encouraged me to play in doesn't always RWC's best and
in perspective. started talking about how high' school," said the reflect the team," most complete ath-
The 5'7" junior often com- much they're looking forward Westwood, N.J. native. ex p I a in e d letes, male or fe-
petes against athletes who are to playing," said Gradley. Gradley's sister, who is six Gradley. male. Althoughjust
bigger than herself. Size may When Gradley does make years older, trained for a spot W hen a junior, Gradley is
notmakemu hoff" :;:-\rence the transition,her teammates on the 1988 Olympic cycling asked what .' putting together an
in softball, ut in volleyball welcome her with open arms. team. she has athletic career at RWC
and basketball it can playa "Everyone's psyched to have Out ofrespect for her sister, learned from thatnotmanyothershave
significant role. her back," said sophomore who wore number 11 when a th I eti c s, equalled.
However, Gradley more Terri Welch. As Gradley's she played basketball in high Gradley re- YesMoknowssports. But
than compensatesfor her size. teammate on the volleyball school, Gradley tried to wear sponded, "To work with people Mo also knows priorities, re-
Her footwork and jumping and to be a leader." Her lead- sponsibility, consideration,
ability enables her to collect rMI'6"~ ~~~Ik~nlb~DD ~i}@i}~ ership qualities have been' compassion, cooperation and
six and a half rebounds per 1mII~ ;:>"I ~~;:>"III.\,="U ~~ <i?) dear in volleyball. Whenever manyotherattributesthatwill
~~~s~~:t~:~;=:;:~~ft.~l':::::~t::t::::~biijQ:i:i:t:::jjaiiuJi:::( ~:~p=~:~~:~g::~,:~ =~::;a:~~~ss in any fu-
leyball match and playa bas- No. Avg. No. Avg. No. Avg. responds with a crucial dig or
ketba11 game with little rest. 1989 58 2.2 130 5.0 249 '9.6 kill. She also leads by ex-
How tough is it to play three 1990 63· 2.7 135 5.8 325 14.1 ample in basketball. "Mo'al-
sports in a row? "It'svery easy * 1991 44 3.4 86 6.6 164 12.6 ways pushes herself, in prac-
to get burned out," said RWC Total 165 2.7 351 5.7 738 11.9 ticeandgames," said Keshura.
athletic trainer Patrick "This makes everyone also
Creedon. "S!te'doesn't give *1brough 13 games work harder."
Sports
W'eslliag Club. makes "PERFEC"" debul
Commentary:, 'Americans
show ignorance wben it
comes 'to ·soccer /
Wrestling is a constant struggle for
,'positioning and leverage, in q,n atte,!!-p~ to
gain, an advantage Q.ver the opponent.
By Colin Hynes
Sports Writer
While watching the NCAA
Division 1 Soccer Champion-
ship I felt that I should be
appalled,.but ~ wasn't. As a
person who has played and
followed soccer for 15 years I
realized that 'the CBS's
camerawork during the p"m-
alty shot contest was not a
travesty, but yet another il-
lustration of America's igno-
rance of the game of soccer.
, I guess no one mentioned,
that soccer happen"s to be the
most popular participatory
sport in America (yes more
than even our beloved base-
ball). "But so what, nobody
watches soccer anyway,"
people will say. "Soccer is
boring," people will claim.
"Who cares about soccer any-
way," echoes the ignorant
'masses.
I'll tell you "so what" and
""who cares". There is a little
. old tournament called the
World Cup coming to the US
in 1994 and itjust so happens
to be the single most watched
sporting event in the world,
barnone, Ifyou think thatour
In the Hawks' most exciting
match last semester, junior
Patrick Wiley (Dresden, ME)
provided the key vic~ory
against Fort De\t~ns. . Nor-
mally a 158 pounder, Wiley
wrestled at the 177 pound
class and defeated his oppo-
nent 17-6.
This semester the wrestling
cl\lb has scheduled more
matches. Although most of
the matches are· away, the
Hawks will behostingthe club
championships later thisyear.
Think about the parents of
those players and their shock
and disgust at seeing their
children's perfect dream
tainted.
In America people who play, .
watch, and read about soccer
have come to expect instances
such as these to happen. The
long time "Who .cares" policy
of American media towards
soccer has turned our soccer,
on a world wide scale, into a
laughing stock.
It's time forAmerican media
leaders and sporting'execu-
tives ~ say ~I care" and do
something to enhance public
knowledge and perception of.
soccer in America if for no
, otherreason than thelucrative
marketing and advertising
possibilities which will occur
as a result of the 1994 World
Cup. America is already em-
barrassed enough about its
problems of poverty, racism,
the national deficit, and the '
number ofhoineless. Though
not on the same scale let's not
add sports to the ever growing
list.
And for those of you who
think soccer is just a boring,
Contitwed on Page 15
remains. What if the ball hits
the inside of the post which
can't be seen because those
CBS ignoramuses were trying
to get cute? Unfortunately
that's exactly what did hap-
pen not once, but three times!
As I leaned way to the side
of the TV to try to see if the
missingwhiteposts were there
somewhere(likeyoungboys do
when a women with a loose
blouse appears on the screen)
I became irate with CBS and
American ignorance for ruin-
ing one of the most tension
filled moments in all ofsports
and replacing it with the most
frustrating, embarrassing,
and truly inconceivable
displays of TV camera work
ever seen.
For a moment think about
thos.e players who will watch
the ultimate moment in many.
of their lives destroyed by the
incompetence oftheCBS staff.
,
Perhaps no other sport de-
mands as much conditioning
as Wrestling. "You need to be
in top physical condition to
wrestle,lI said }{et;nmy.· "It
takes a special athlete to be a
wrestler. Youhave to give 100
percentornothingbecause the
sport is too tough." Oehler
echos Kemmy's words, '''I've
been active in football, soccer,
skateboarding and surfing,
butwrestlingisbyfar the most
demanding.
others have the highlight of
their lives by making one to
win a championship, as was
the' case during last years
World Cup.
My point is not'to discuss the
relative worth or lack thereof
in the penalty shootout in de"
termining a championship.
My anger results from the way
inwhich the CBScameras were
positioned during the penalty
shot contest.
The cameras were set up in a
way that the goal posts were
not in view when the shot was
being taken. Instead, the
boundaries of the actual TV
screen servedas posts, because
the cameras lined up the actual
goal posts with the exact
boundaries of the viewer's TV
screen.
Trying to give people the
impression that their TV has
actual substance (for once) is a
novel idea, butone inadequacy
"We've got some kids with
experience," points out
Kemmy about the RWC grap-
plers. '
One -of those W1'estlel'S ,who
brings experience to the team
is senior and team ,captain
Franz Oehler. "The team looks
really strong and the spirit on
the teamis trulypositive,"said
Oehler. "!think wrestling is a
good sport because it requires
thinking as well as intense
conditioning."
Photo By Mark Kuok
Sophomore Jeff Hall applies a far-side cradle to Patrick"Buzz" Wiley during practice.
foreign relations are strained
npw, waituntil CBS producers
pull 'what they di<;l in the
UCLA Rutgers championship
game to an international'au-'
dience. Diplomatic holocaust
would surely be inevitable.
The actual situation that
occurred in the final college
game that still stirs my and
many others emotions hap-
pened during the penalty
shootout. On rare occasions
during soccer playoff
games(and in other sports
such as field hockey) when a
winner is needed for ad-
vancement or the crowning of
a "champion" a penalty shot
format is provided for if, after
a certain amountofregulation
and overtime, no winner has
resulted. The penalty shootout
format ishighly controversial,
emotional, and exciting. I've
seen 21 year old men cry after
missing a penalty shot and
and Head ofIntramurals and
Recreation. Kemmy has been
involved with the sport for 15
years and has coached the
Rhode Island national team
the past four years. .
two minute periods. The only
equipment the wreslers wear
are head gear and a uniform
that is called a singlet. All the
wrestling must' take place
within a circle that is 28 feet
wide. Any wrestler who at-
tempts to delay the match by
stepping out of the circle will I
receive a warning for stalling.
The ultimate in wrestling is
the pin. A pin is achieved
when a wrestler holds the
opponent's scapula (area be-
tween the shoulders) down to
the mat for a count of one
second. A pin' automatically
winsthe match, but the match
can also be won by outscoring
the opponent. Points. are
awarded for vatio~s marfeu-
ver-.S and h()lds. "
The head coach ofthe wres-
, tling club is Scott Viera. At
Rhode Island College he was
an All-New England wrestler
and the 25 year old has three
years of coaching experience
at East Greenwich, RI.
Assisting Viera is Dave
'Kemmy, who is also RWC's
Sports Information Director
weight classes. Getting to the
proper weight can be almost
as demanding as the training
itself. Each match is seven
minutes long: a three minute
first period, followed by two
Neil Nachbar
Sports Editor
Last semester the wrestling
club made its debut in grand
fashion. RWC's newest sport
won all three of its matches.
Although the rules and
regulations o( wrestling may
be foreign to many, those who
witnessed the wrestlers in ac-
tion saw someth'iJlg that they
wQuldn't normally see atmost
sporting events.
Wrestling is a constant
struggle for positioning and
leverage, in an attemptto gain
an advantage over the oppo-
nent. There are no timeouts
in a wrestling match, no ~ub­
stitutions and absolutely no
room for a let down of inten-
sity or concentration. Even
the briefest let down could
spell instant defeat.
Because ofthe nature ofthe
sport, during the course of a
match there occurs a transfer
of energy from ,the action to
the fans, not seen to the same
extent in other sports.
Wrestling consists of 10
Ja.uary 28, 1"1, Paae 7
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PROFILE: Bobby Crowley
By Colin Hynes Scars still do remain as a says, is "wqen 1 first became
The risk of artificial knee- testament to the trials which interested in hockey." That
caps would surely end most were seen in. those earlier days "interest" has brought
athletic careers or, at the very .of uncertainty. Crowley through a solid high
least, slow them down. Who "Robby isa great story," says schoolcareeratNeedamHigh
would take the risk that an RWC hockey coach Don in Massachusetts and into his
unexpected check or slashing Armstrong, who works as a fourth year playing hockey at
. stick could end their full mo- teacherunder Crowley'suncle RWC. This se~son Crowley
bility or an athletic future who is an assistant principal has built upon that base and
forever? BobbyCrowley,RWC at Bishop Hendriken High incorporatedplay-makinginto
hockey co-captain, that's who. School in Warwick. "Robby the 6'2" ,190 pound
"That just shows you what ' really hung in there and defenseman's arsenal. Along
kind of person Bobby is, al- proved to be a great tribute to with his size and speed
ways giving \110 percent, no his family," he adds. Crowley also possesses the
matter what," says assistant Crowley's dedication to pas'sing ability which has
captain Billy Haeshe. His hockeywas thefactor thatkept earned him the' number 1
drive and determination ranking for assists by
in the face of adversity a defenseman in Divi-
earned him the Seventh sion 3 South with 9 to
Player Award for the "Robby really hung in there 'aceompany his 1 goal.
1989.90 season. As cO,-captain
_. Crowley's hockey ca- andproved to be a great trib- Crowley's leadership
reer was once in serious ute to his family,'" qualities are' evident,
doubt when, while in "He's a very vocal,
high school, he under- Coach Don Annstrong positive leader who
went arthroscopic sur- gets everyone involved,
gery for a badly dam- , "saysHaeshe. His sen-
agedkneewhichresultedfrom him going during those dark tiinents are echoed by Coach
a skiing accident. times of uncomfortable knee Armstrong, "Bobby has been
.For six months Crowleywas ~races~d~wkwaJ:dcrutches. ,.very consistent on the ice and
... restricted to the useofcrutches ,HQc~eyIS diff~le~~fro~,o~er always sets a good ex8~p!,~~by
. ~hile hockey took 'a back s~at . sport~·,~caus~ of the lack of, hustling',during:.:practice as
to rehabilitation which'lasted availability ,of ice time," ,says well as games. He's an excel-
about 2 months. Artificial Crowley. "Becauseit(icetime) lent leader who helps the
kneecaps were alsoan eminent is so expensiveyou skate when . younger kids with his per-
possibility that clouded you can for as long as you can, spective of what he has gone
Crowley's future in hockey. no matter what time it is." through while he has been
Fortunately, through the re- Even at a very young age playing here." .
habilitation and nature's Crowley's fixation wag. evi- Crowley, ,a construction
graceful healing the knees re- dent, "Duringthe winter Iused science major, plans to go
~ined most of their strength to skate on ponds for 4 to 5 south, possibly Florida, to
and fl~xibilityof old. . hours at a time." This, he hopefully enter the manage-
Hockey Co-captain Bobby'Crowley was unavailable at
time of print. .
ment division of a construc- tion;perseverance, and intes-
tioncompany. "I want to come ' tinal fortitude. Qualities
'back to Boston eventuallY,"he heard in the words of Coach
says, "But right now -the Armstrong, "Robby has been
economy (in the Northeast) is a pleasure to coach, a real en-
in pretty tough shape." joyment to have on the team."
As for his future hockey Anyone who has ever loved to
plans Crowley is realistic playa sport or, for that mat-
about the future, "Hockey ter, loved anything, knows the
takes up a lot of time that I riskandsacrificethataperson
probably won't have whe~ I'm gives when they make a com-
wor'ldng...··"'tl1 'irrof>ahW'en(!'" mitrnenl:' of'th~'~Out""Bobby
up plaYing in some'old men's::' Crowley llas"m'ad'e that com-
league," he jokingl): adds. mitment and has no regrets.
Whether he ends up in one .
·ofthose"over the hil11eagues" Maybe those scars on his
ornevertouchesahockeystick knees aren't so deep after'all.
again. Crowley has' shown
somethingto those aroundhim
more important than his
checking, skating, or his slap
shot. ' He has shown dedica-
J
provement of our program,"
sayz Annstrong. .
The team will face tough
competition in the second half
of the season but the coach
and p!ayers are prepared to
getback on the winning track
and into the ECAC Division
III playoffs.
vision IIIaround"he says, "We
dropped a lot of the weaker
teams on our schedule and it
really helped our team im-
prove by playing against bet-
ter competition."
. "I think the fact that our
, team has finished with win-
ni g records in the last fouT
ye1:l> e; <; , S'A,lot abo t the Im-
strongest players in Division
III," says assistant captain
Craig Maddalena, "He's just
a magician with the puck."
The team's record, accord-
iJlg to Armstrong, is not an
accurate indication of the
f ~ l~ ~ ~(f~ 'Jur'1chedule
H vr f f e lin? st in Di~
Photo by Mark Kasok
Sophomore Peter KIauck in action against St. John's Universit::
Junior Mike Gambardelli
has been the main offensive
spark as the team's leading
scorer throughout the season.
When the team's offense has
been lacking in punch,
Gambardelli has often been
the catalyst in providing
scoring. For instance, in t~e
Hawks loss to Wesleyan,
Gambardelli had a hat trick,
scoring all three goals in the
finals to bringhis season totals
to '12 goals and 18 assists
throuf ,~ ra"'1~»
"Offensivel\' he. IS one oftne
Hockey Team Improving
Despite Recent Losses
By.Colin Hynes
Sports Writer
Even though the RWC team the kids are playing e~­
hockey team has suffered tremely well."
setbacks in two of their last The hockey team finished
three games leaving them at second in the Wesleyan Tour-
7-6, Coach Don Armstrong is _nament to the host team who
still confident in their steady downed the Hawks 6-3 in their
improvement. "The team,has latest game. The team ad-
been working hard in recent vanced to the finals with th'eir
games and played well since whitewash of Skidmore Col-
the break," says Armstrong. lege. The Hawks also dropped
an intersession game to Divi-
sion 3 powerhouse South-
eastern Massachusetts Uni-
t ' .
versity by a score of 7-2.
Armstrong specifically
noted the play of junior
goaltender Rob Charlier who,
he says, "Has played ex-
tremely well lately in net."
Charlier had an outstanding
game against Skidmore in the
, 'Weslyan tournament by're-
,cording43 saves in the Hawks
9-3 victory to raise his save
percentage to an astounding
902.
As the season progresses,
the younger players have also
shown significantgrowth since
the beginning of the season.
Coach Armstrong is plea~ed
with the imcrovement and
maturity Of pen
"Even t.hou r:y ung
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•
Instructors Bill McQueen and Andrew Cohen stop to ret1ed on their day•
By Samuel R. GiIIiIIDd
StairWriter
At about 3a.m: on any given day ofthe week, one can go into
the architecture building always to find students busy on just
'about anything. Ifit's not a first-year graphics drawing, itmay
be a difficult problems for third-year structures classes. And,
as always, there is a design .problem in desperate need of .
development. Chances are that the students are having a hard
time concentra'tingon the work athand. But stUdents dutifully
plod through the assignments in hopes of a coming night's
sleep.
There are probablyjustas many myths about~WC architec-
ture as there are students of architecture. Students in the
school of architecture find themselves.with a workload heavy
enough to keep them fro~ going out most Friday nights, but
. not so heavy as to keep them from giving up altogether. These
may sound like super-students to some, freaks of nat~e to
others, but most agree that there is something about the RWC
architecture student that is not quite normal.
Other students at RWC have dift!culty understanding that,
to be an architecture student, one must be dedicated. To be an
architecture student, one must be able to change the routine of
daily life for another routine. The architecture students
'quickly learn to understand all ofthat and are willing to go the
.extra mile, because they enjoy it. There are students who find
the work not so enjoyable. They don't stay for long.
That is' not to say that architecture students do not find .
keeping up ~tQ their work difficult. Class workload can
become a giant juggling act. Students octaiionally need to .
leave assignments unfinished until the last. minute because
others take precedent. And who' hasn't seen a "nodder,"
" Probablyone ofthe best advantages to RWC architecture is that the "
school is young; there is no mold into which the students must fit.
A daily scene from the architecture building.
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Photo by Jim Roctul
design. Final crit can be a time of intense tension, especially
for students who have been a bit daring with the design project.
Students are asked to give a statement ofthe intentionsoftheir
designs. Critics proceed to discuss project aims and outcomes
with the students and other instructors.
. Classwork comprises very little of what being an architec-
ture studentis all.~ut. Students have the opportunity to use wi • ~
f'acilities such as the photography lab and darkroom in the . .
archite~re building. Certified students may use the facilities
for any photography they wish to produce.
Many students l?elong to the RWC chaptel' of AlAS, the
someone fighting to keep awake, in a gen. ed. class? Schedules
for architecture students are at least one cause ofthis fatigue.
Studio S:essions in the afternoons push most other classes into
morning slots. Late 'nights coupled witheaJ'ly mornings force
students into low-sleep patterns. Ask the students: they'll tell
you that fatigue. accumulated from their late nights definitely
affects the work.
Courses for compl~tion of the B.Arch. program at RWC are
varied. Design is accompanied by structural engineering
courses, construction materials classes, and an extensive four
semesters in history of architecture, to name a few.
Students ofarchitecture learn the actual principles ofdesign
in the studio. Classes meet nine hours per week fot talks with
instructors. But most design work is spent on the student's
own time: each student engages in his or her own personal '
investigation with each project. From the first day ofeducation
at RWC, the architecture student is exposed to design. First-
year students begin the design process with abstract composi-
tions problems. By the end ofthat semester, a student will be
designing buildings to a surprising degree of complexity.
Throughout the students' 5-year program of design, new
levels of reality are added. For example; after having taken
courses in construction, the student is expected to understand
the use of materials in the design problems. Projects also
increase in complexity. A typical first-year project has been a
potter's studio, a relatively small project, with the intent of
makinga poetic statementwith the design. Third-yearprojects
. -
have included a hotel, cult1;ll'!l1 center, or similar large-scale
project. The architecture program at RWC culminates in a
Comp~ehensive thesis project of the student's choice.
The completion of each project signifies "fmal crits," or ..
critiques. Guest critics are invited to add their input about
/'
Photo by Jim Rocha
Fourth-year student Tim Peck breaks from~
.. ,
• r
American Institute ofArchitecture Students, a national orga-
nization based in Washington, D.C. The local chapter orga-
nizes many activities on its own, such as competitions to design
chairs that cost less than fifteen dollars to build. ,The RWC
chapter ofAlAS also plans for a Beaux-Arts Ball each spring
semester; last year's Ball was held at a prestigious mansion in
Newport.
On a national level, RWC participates eac~ year in the
annual AlAS Forum, a gathering ofthousands ofarchitecture
students; Forum is held each fall semester duringThanksgiv-
ing break. The RWC chapter ofAlAS acquired an extra level
ofprestige ~t the 1989..Forum: Alan Paradis, class of1990, was
voted national president ofAlAS. The position is held, for one
year following college graduation.
Probably one ofthe best aq,vantages to RWC architecture is
that the school is young; there is no mold into which the
students must fit. The design dogma of many older schools,
have not been written in stone at RWC. So, there is quite a bit
offreedom in the design process. The student is free to disagree
with instructors and to try to persuade them to his orher if as.
This semester, RWC architecture will be coming under ;he
long arm ofaccreditation boards. We wish the department the
best ofluck and the courage to show offthe skills they possess
for renewal of their accreditation.
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The Hawk's Eye------
Intramuralsports: Therewill bea~ain's meeting
Monday, February 4 at the deSignated times for the
following intramural sports -
Floor hockey 6:30, Women's indoor~ 7fXJ,
and Doubles tennis 7:30
Leagues will run until mid-March and roster forms
can be picked up at the recreation offICe.
Male Athlete of the Week (Jan. 22):, Junior Maureen Gradley
(West'Nood, NJ) had atotal of 26 points, nine rebounds, five steals and
ablocked shot in two oorIerence games. Gradley leads the Hawks in
scorilg, rebournng and blocks, and issecondonthetearn in stealsand
assists. The forward has led the team in scoring in eight of their 13
games.
FemaleAthleteoftheWeek(Dec. 18): FreshmanguardJennifer
Vizzo (GreertNich, Cl) scored a team-high 11 points, dished out a
game-high six assists, had three rebounds, two steals and a blocked
shot in the Hawks' 60-57 Victory oVer Eastern Nazarene. VIZZO was
named the Comrrol'JNeaJth Coast Conference rookie of the week for
her efforts. She ranks thirdoo the team in assists.
Male Athlete of the Week (Dec. 18): In two games senior,guard
Vincent GodwIn (Washington, DC) scoredatotalof45points, hhthree
tlYee-poil1ers, had five assists, three steals and averaged seven
rebounds. GodNinisamentlyran<edfourth intheconference inscoring
(19.1), ttlrd in assists (3.3) and fourth in free throw attendance (.707).
...............
III......
Directions to-Portsmouth
Abbey Ice Rink
From South, WI8t and North:
Crossthe Mt. Hope Bridge andfollow.Rt. 114South.
AtthefirsttrafflC light, take arightandcontinue tofollow Rt.
114. Portsmouth~School signwill indicatewhereto
tum right.
From East:
FollowRt. 195West to Fall River, then At. 24, then At.
114 South. Follow Rt. 114South, at first traffic light, take
a nght. Continue to follow At. 114. Portsmouth At:bf1I
School sign will indicate where to turn right.SilgIesTemls
Intramural Chompion$
HoSeunR-Lee defeatedJOOnReckis,9-2onDec.
13.
SIx Pack defeated the Dea1els, 154, 15-8 on
Dec. 13. Team mezDben include: JeSt Gortoo,
Steve Agramv, Audra Qd, JJ. Pzway, Neil
Nachba', arxi Jefl Puleo.
The SteamCieaners defeatedtheLegiaX>fDoool,
4-1 on Dec. 6. Team members in·dude: Matt
CllllOll,ColinHynes, John O'Ke.efe,ErikHealy,
PatCreedon,JobnBurke,ToddFmi,Sadivoira
arxi fun Cook.
4:00PM
9:00AM
7:00PM
T.B.A.
7:00PM
Home!Away TimeOpponent
MatchES in FEl::ruary
Day/Date
Sat Feb 9 *Dartmouth A
Sat Feb 16 RWC Invitational H
Thu Feb 21 *Mass. Inst. of Tech. A
Sat Feb 23 EIVA Tournament A
Thu Feb 28 *Harvard Univ. H
Hockey Leaders
(after 18 games)
Player Goals Assists 'Points
Mike Gambardelli 12 18 30
William Haesche 8 11 18
Craig Maddalena 11 3 14
Peter Klauck 3 8 11
Rob Crowley 1 9 10
Goalie Games G.All. ' G.A.A. Saves Sv.%
Gary Leonard 6 21 3.91 167 .888
Rob Charlier 8 34 4.52 313 .920 .
Photo By Kary Andrews
Jr. C«M:aptain Mark Mastin backsets to Senior Scott
Roar
Male Athlete of the Week (Jan. 22): Just back to the lineup from
a~injJry,gJardRogerReddock(Washington, D.C.) IedtheHawks
totheirfirst victoryof the season, scoring 30 points andgrabbing seven '
rebounds agairlst Wentworth. T'M> days later he had a game-high 24
points, six rebounds and five steals against Anna Maria. In the two
games Reddock made 22 of his39 sOOts from the field, for57 percent.
His performance earned'him conference "Player of the Week"..
* ElVA-Eastern Intercollegiate Volleyball Assoc-
iation Conference Games
AerobIcs: AerobicS classes will begin feb..nBy 4-
Classes will be held twice aday, at4:00 and 5:00 PM in
the lobby of the rec. center. Those interested must fill
out a waiver form at the rec. office.
~
l.Bolackson A.Georgia
2.GeorgeBush B.NotreDame
3.MichaelJordan C.MichiganSl
4.LarryBird D.BostonCollege
5.JoeMontana E. Yale
6.MagicJolmson F.Georgetown
7.RogerClemens G.Aubum
8.Hc:rshalW~H.Nor1hCaroIina
9.PatrickEwing I.Texas
~O.DougFlutie J.IndianaSl
Soccer tounwnent: The RWC soccer team will
hostanindoortoumamemonFebr\.By9. Schoolsthat
wil be represented include: Rhode· Island College,
Curry College, SaJve Regina, Wheaton 'College and
Eastern Connecticut. The tou'mament is scheduled to'
run from 9:00 AM to 7:30 PM.
Welcome back:The athletic~rtmentW'OUIdIke
to welcome back all athletes inIIolved with var.;lY,
dub and recreational sports.
/.Can you match the famous people
with the schools they attended?
8:00PM
5:00PM
7:00PM
8:00PM
7:45PM
~
•
FIaniingham Away
SuffoikUniv. Hoole
QuinrtiIB: Home
NlCools College Away
Connecticut Away
1/29
2/2
214
216
'l/1
Can you match the school with its
nickname?
Upcoming Hockey Games
Date Opponent HomeIAway Time
-1. Purdue A. Razorbacks
2. Indiana B.Buckeyes,
3.Nor1hCarolina C.Wolverines
4.Temple D. Hoosiers
5.Michigan E.Hurricanes
6.GeorgiaTech F.Boilermakers
7.Nebraska G.Tarheels
8. Arkansas H. Owls
9.Miami I.Comhuskers
10.0hioSl J.Yellowjackets
-----
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Marijuana: A'smokin' issue
The question oflegalization continues although the law is already spelled out clearly
COfIlinued onpage 15
By Rob Ruttenburg
Contributing Writer
The 80's was a decade that
produced' what was, and
probably still is the most sig-
nificant ad campaign in all of
history. That ad is "Just Say
No." With several printed
commercials, several anti-
dril:g speeches and many
television commercials (the
one with the frying pan and
eggfor example), the message
was wide spread, especially to
children.
Over the past decade, mari-
juanaisstillon people'sminds.
Legalizing marijuana has
been in the news recently, ever
since an Alaskan law was re-
,versed. ,That law stated that
Alaskans, in the privacy of
their own homes and away
from children could grow pot
in small amounts.
Marijuana, also known as
hemp, pot, maryjane or ganja
,is a topic that has been on
many peoples minds for the
past 25 years.
Today, controversy sur-
rounds' marijuana as to
whether or not it should be
legalized. The main argument
for legalizingpot is that it'will
generate a decent amount of
money for the r.===========================================~ing mari- Patterson College in NewJer-
country. juana will sey. There are no registered
Rhode Island is 7bday, many college campuses are do the chaptershere inRhode Island,
one of only 11:,-. d . h d bl ndR~C . country a but there is an unregistered
states in which lace WI.t rug pro ems,a ,.,., ~s lot of good. one at Brown University in
possession of no exception. The leOding drug on Fun n y Providence.
marijuana is a the II t th enough, How do some ofthe students
misdemeanor. IS campus as we as mos 0 ers those are at RWC feel about pot being
"The way it around the country is marijuana. the people legalized?
works in R.I. is that smoke "I don't personally mind it,
that possession of it the but I feel that RWC as well as
marijuana is considered a marijuana. It's time to face most." . any other institutions would,"
misdemeanor for the first of- thefactsonp~t. Ispotakiller? For many years there has saidEarl*,as2).·year-oldjun-
fense, if holding ail amount Dopeoplebecomerecklessand beenanonprofitorganization lor. "Thinkaboutwhatwould
under', an ounce," said State . uncontrolable from it? Do called NORML (The National happen with class attendance
Trooper Hilton of the Ports· people overdose? The main Organization for the Reform and the dropout rate, they
mouth State Trooper Bar- a~gumenthere is that if alco- ofMarijuana Laws). This or- , would both go down the tubes.
racks. hoI is legal and it can cause' ganization, based in Wash- I also think that students
, "The fine for a first offense people to overdose, become ington D.C., is, determined to would be a bit more relaxed
misdemeanor marijuana pos- violent, unstable, and physi- let p~ople know what's really around finals time and that
session charge is up to $200." cally addicted, then why isn't going on with marijuana. we would actually eat the
Trooper Hilton also said that or why shouldn't pot be legal? "we're her to inform people cafeteria food."
if you are caught with mari- "Potisjustone more drug on of all ages about the lies and Many students are inter-
juana for the second time the' the open market that we just misconceptions ,that these ested in the consequences in-
charge is a bit more serious. don't need," said Bianca lawsarebasedon,"saidGibby,' volvedifyouarecaughtWith
"Asecond oft'ensefor posses- Mercurio, ajunior at RWC. "I assistant director ofNORML. pot on campus. To begin with,
'sion would be considered a understand there are a lot of "I feel that we have to get the if you received a Pell Grant
felony which means, the of7 reasons why it should by le- college communities really in- student loan, you signed a part
fender has togo in front of a gal, politically and economi- volved with us," said Gibby, of the application that says
judge for sentencing," said cally, but I still feel that in the who didn't want to use his last you certify thatyou will notbe
Hilton. long run selling pot legally name. involved in the producing,
Today, many college cam- would do more harm than As of now there are more selling, or, possession of a
puses are faced with drug good. Do you know, some- than 10 chapters of NORML "controlled substance" while
problem~,and-RWCJs-noex- thingthat's alwaysbeen ironic all aroUnd the country. They you are still receiving money
ception. The leading drug on to me is the fact that a lot of range from the University of from the Pell Grant. What
this eampus as well as most my friends have come up to NewMexicototheUniversity
others around the country is me saying how much legaliz- of Minnesota to William
'Resolutions: Who needs 'em?
Now only 28 short days later,
'it feels like I miJde those
resolutions years ago..
they're getting there. ,
I call them and they say there's something they
wanted to tell me, but they just can't think of what
itis. I can see this happening once in a while, ,butit's
a staple of our conversations. Then we exchange
news and say goodbye.
The very next day one ofthem will call and pretty
much ask me everything I had answered the night
before.
My blood pressure counts to 10 with me and let's
just say most of the time these conversations make
me lose all my patience as well as my temper.
By Michele BaccareUa
Contributing Editor
Resolutions.New Year's.
The two are supposed to go together, but like a lot
of other things, they are easier said than done. '
Like halfa million other Americans I spent about
five minutes on New Year's Eve writing down some
goals to strivefor and things I'd like to work towards
changingin my life. I didn't~omeanywhere near 10.
Did anyone?
Now only 28 short days later, it feels like I made
those resolutions years ago.
Let me tell you what happened to my resolutions
as they bit the dust one by one.
1. Keep better track ofmy stuff.
This is an enormous task for all of us since the
stuff we have numbers in the hundreds if not
thou~ds. I wasn't worried about most ofmy stuff
but just the stuff I use everyday like keys. 'Keys
haven't posed a problem yet, but I lost my glasses in
my car on New Year's Day.
I foOOd them two and a half weeks later while
frantically searchingmy car for mybank cardwhich
I had lost minutes earlier. 'I'm convinced there is
this great chasm somewhere in my'car and when I
someday uncover it. I will find tons ofchange and at
least three lipsticks.
. Oh yeah, the bank card turned up a few houn
- laterhidden in adifferent part ofmy wallet. rm still
wondering how it got there.
2. Work on developing patience.
I was doing-pretty well with this one until two
ieceM~8with my senile pareDta. Ok,
th.ey're only in their408, so they'renot senileyet, but
l ..... 1 '" , .. "'.. "
But this tale that I didn't know what a broiler was
made the rounds through the family circles and one
very amused uncle wanted to know if I had figured
out whether or not I had a broiler when I sawhim on
Christmas.
And just recently along with my roommate we
broke new ground in the realm of domestic stupid-
ity.
She needed to hard boil eggs for an experiment
and between the two of us we weren't sure when
they were done. They ended up ok too.
Those were my major resolutions, all broken in
less than a month.
lalso wanted to become more appreciative ofwhat
I do have.
Each day when I read thenewspaper or listen to
the news an.dhear about the hQIDeless, fires, people
being laid off from their jobs, and now the war, I
really appreciate the food I have even ifI don'tknow '~==================================:::::!J how to cook it, my apartment, my job, the fact that
3. Raise my cooking IQ. There's nowhere to go but I'll soon complete my college education and that no
up for me in this area. F<!lJowing last·year's scorch- one I know is in Saudi ~bia. '
ing of my hand on the burner of an electric stove ' In the never-ending battle of eating less and
which I was testing to see ifit was hot to the cak~ I getting more exercise, I stopped walking because
baked without eggs which then collapsed, I didn't ' my walking partner sprained her ankle and ifHod
think I could be anymore domestically impaired. wanted people to diet he wouldn't have created
Ok, that's I lie. I did. I knew I was capable ofbigger cheese cake or chocolate.
and better disasters. Fairly recently my mother I was looking for Mr. Right and I think I finally
asked me if the stove had a ,broiler.. I made the found him in Newport of all places. I just want to
mistake oftelling her I wasn't sure. The stOve had a know what took so long.
drawer on the bottom that could ofbeen the broiler I wanted to try to think more before I speak. I'm
ofjust a place for pots. I had never bothered to look. still working at this one. I think we all know how
The stove did have 'a broil button on the knob but hard this one is.
th.-e ......·t one lib we'" at home. I ...~ ADdjuston~tiJDeon.year,rdliketok-.juAone
'sure we did and it tumed out I was right. resolution for more than a day.
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'Puzzle
PU7ZLE SOLUTION
7 Insect egg
8 Antlered animal
9 Knocked
10 Century plant
11 Marries
16 Ankle
20 Stitch
22 River in Siberia
23 Wander
24 Recedes
25 Hebrew letter
26 Tattered cloth
30 Soften in
temper
32· Gaelic
33 Unwanted plant
36 Cushion
38 Trying
41 Accumulated
43 Plunge
45 Near
47 Either
49 Strains for
breath
50 Footwear
51 Gull-like bird
52 Army meal
5S Pedal digit
58 Neither
590010ng
60 Crafty
63 Guido's low
note
2 Poem
3 Obstruct
4 Uses
5 Stupefy
6 Teutonic deity
39 Concerning
40 Manuscripts:
abbr:
42 Mournful
44 Rent
46 As far as
48 Classified
50 Atmospheric
disturbance
53 Gasp for breath
54 That woman
55 Latin
conjunction
57 Chores
61 Native metal
62 Dinner course
64 Christmas carol
65 Goal
66 Deposits
67 Color
DOWN
1 Cudgel
ACROSS"
COLlEGl: PRfSS SERVICE'
1 Portend
5 Twist
9 Uncooked
12 First man
13 Great Lake
·14 Sudsy brew
15 Lures
17 Symbol for
tellurium
18 Seed container
19 Country of Asia
21 Lassos
23 Newspaperman
27 Exist
28 Follows orders
29 Armed conflict
31 Condensed
moisture
34 Hebrew month
35 Eat
37 Obtain
Bonus Question:
What was coach's name (on the show)?
1. What is the name of Nonri's wife?
2. Where is Woody from?
3. Who was Carla's fIrst husband?
4. What position did Sam play for the Red Sox?
5. What is the name of the restuarant above Cheers?
6. What is Cheers' theme song?
7. What is the name of the bar across town that rivals Cheers?
8. What actress plays Rebecca Howe?
9. What is the name of Fraser's wife?
1O.When was Cheers estab~hed (clue: it says'it on 1lle sign outside)?
TOP TEN PlAY LIST'.
1) "AU' Ah'tEnoogh"
2) "Ride1heWOO"
3) "Given' YouselfAwol"
4) "Rigltoous"
5) "E<:Eycane,EasyGo"
6Y "Don't Believe Her"
t) "Day After Niglt..
8) "Beggarsandlhieves"
9) "SigUe"
10) "Prodgal blues"
David LeeRO'th
Poison
Raft
Eric ..Jotr.son
Wrv;p
Scorpions
Chld'sPlay
Beggars crd Thieves
RikEmmett
BHIy Idol
At least 8correct - free rO\ID.d of beers
4-7 correct - fresh beer nuts
less than 4 correct - must sit next to Qiff and listen to him babble
.... • ......... .. 1 ...... 4 • A. ." ';., (¥ 1
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juana and have the students
submit it."
"Interestingly enough, the
total amount ofcases brought
in front of the judicial board
totaled 10 this semester, at
least six of them .were fresh-
man," said Becker. This is a
very low amount of cases
comparedto otheryears. Over
the past five years there was a
rapid increases in marijuana
usage as well as incident re-
ports brought to the judicial
board at RWC:
1985-1986 - 7 Cases Re-
ported
1986-.1987 - 15 Cases Re-
ported
1987-1988 - 51 Cases Re-
ported
1988-1989 - 51 Cases Re-
ported
1989-1990 - 41 Cases Re-
ported
These cases here are all re-
ports. Not all of these caSes
were brought in front of aju-
dicial hearing.
Why, all of a sudden was
there a rapid increase in
marijuanaandthenadeerease
Corttinudfrom Page 6
slow excuse for a sport, try
watching a game of our "na-
tional pastime" baseball with
a European and explainingits
worth. With all the breaks and
intervals.you'll have plenty of
time to plead your case.
While the leaders ofArgen-
tina, Brazil, and other "gung
ho" soccercountries watch the
1994 World Cup let's show
them thatAmerica is not only
a gracious host but also intel-
ligentandleamedin the rules,
regulations, and excitement
that accompanies the sport of
soccer.
Smarten up America one
war is quite enough.
back down to few smokers?
"1 see the great reduction in
the amount of pot being
smoked, especially this year,
because you just can't find it
anywhere," said Earl. "There
are two primefactors invC?lved
in the local j>otdroughtaround
here. Factor one is the police.
.The cops keep busting the
dealers coming into ports
around this area who are
bringing in hundreds of
pounds. Factor two is that the
weatheris gettingwarmerand
warmer. This means that the
United States'privategrowers
arehavingdifficu1tieskeeping
their (illegal) plants alive."
Others say that the decline
is for a different reason.
·Pot is getting boring," said
Josh*, a senior. -when you've
smoked enough of it, after a
while you say' to
yourself,'enough is enough.'"
*Names have been changed .
by request of the student al-
though. class status is the
same.
CtinudfromPage 12
this boils down to is that if I !!!iE!!=!E!=~=!!!!!I
you're caught with pot and Ioi
you do indeed have a Pell
Grant, you are in a position to
lose all money due to you.
Besides the Pell Grant is-
sue, students should realize
the potential fines for being
. caught with pot.
"For a first-time offender of
beingcaught with marijuana,
the fine could be as high as
$75 or 15-25 hours ofworking
in the cafeteria as well as go-
ing to a required workshop
called "You Created All:
Individual's Responsibility
and Decision Making", said
Greg Becker, assistant direc-
tor of student life and coordi-
nator ofjudicial affairs. The
second offense would bring
- cafeteria hours up to 35-40
and fines up to $100."
Notonlyare there monetary
fines, but Becker might also
have students do some extra
work as well.
"'I have some extra ideas for
those who get caught, I call
them creative sanctions," said
Becker. -nus might involve
writing a research paper on
the current findinp or marl-
Pale 1',January 28, 1991
Only $5.00
includes $5 worth of casino chips
Sponsored 'by SA-C's Concerts/Major
Events Committee
. ' ., Casino Gambling
Entertainment
with TOID.Aoousti &-
"Where's the Band II
9-ball tournament
w~toh for early sign-u-ps-
prize auction Ie;
much, much more
S~turday,
F~bruary_
9th
10
.TONllHT's
SlIrt til......, off .all II' .. DIIIII ca••
FrWIf,MrIl" I, 1991 .
9:00 p.•.-1:00 I .•.
DJ·..lctail·hllill9
I. 1M 1fIIfI, ...., II IM- ~hI"" U.itll
$1.00 CMr
